WE NEED YOU TO HELP FIGHT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 IN ARIZONA

By reporting the health status of members in your household, we can make informed decisions about the spread of COVID-19.

1... Text JOIN to 1-833-410-0546

2... Receive a confirmation text and reply with your ZIP code

3... Receive link to a survey

4... Submit info about household health and receive optional updates and tips regarding COVID-19 issues; you will be asked to update household health periodically

5... Ask questions or get help on specific topics in the Online Forum or learn what is happening near you with the map on the website

*No personal data will be shared outside of the research team. Information you share with us will be aggregated at a zipcode level and displayed with other data to inform the public and decision makers.

For more information on how your data is secure, please visit azcovidtxt.org

TOGETHER WE WIN THE BATTLE AGAINST COVID-19 – ONE TEXT AT A TIME